
 

Preparing for Success as a Business Owner in 3 Easy Steps 
 
In working with my coaching clients over the past 18 years, I’ve found 3 
steps that increase the probability of success in the coming year. Those 
who take the time to follow these steps are the ones who have the best 
results at the end of the year.  
 
1. Assess last year. Grab last year’s calendar and review it month by 
month. Take note of The Winners, the activities that make you smile or 
laugh out loud, touch your heart or get you energized! Make a list of these 
successes and achievements. Now look for The Lessons, the activities that 
didn’t work so well for you. What were the breakdowns, failures, or disappointments? Are there 
actions you’ll stop doing, start doing, or continue doing? What do you need to let go of? Now, 
come to a place of Gratitude. Take a little time to reflect and say “thank you” for what and who 
you are thankful for. It can be a written note, a gift or just a quiet moment to reflect. The key is to 
take time to acknowledge. 
 
2. Make a Master Plan for this year. Give yourself some quiet time and put on some relaxing 
music. Draw a circle with six to eight sections to reflect the areas of your work/life that are most 
important to you this year. Keep these in mind as you set your goals. Write down goals for each 
of the important areas. Open your mind to ALL the possibilities. Start each goal with "I am" or I 
will". Don't even THINK about restricting yourself. Remember, you're building what you want in 
your life. To help you with this process, here are some key questions to ask yourself: 
 
  What do I want to do with my business this year? 
 
  What do I want to have in my business this year? 
 
  What contribution do I want to make? 
 
  What do I want to learn? 
 
  Who do I want to meet and spend my time with to further my business? 
 
  How much do I want to earn, save, and invest? 
 
  What will I do for fun and optimum health? 
 
3. Keep your plan alive and fresh. The more present you are to your goals, the more apt they 
are to happen. You could create a vision map to hang over your desk or use as a screen saver 
on your computer. Place your goals where you look every day – the refrigerator door, the 
bathroom mirror, the back of your office door. Take time at the end of each day for an 
assessment. What were your “wins” and your lessons? What are you grateful for?  
 
Have fun! And may this be a year of many successes for you! 
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